Here's how to create experiences that support and motivate your workforce.

1. Prioritize workforce well-being
   - 74% of employees say health and health care were key factors in determining their first performance.
   - 45% never socialize, a factor in performance.

2. Create a collaborative culture
   - 44% of organizations are reviewing office design to align with new needs.
   - Managers account for 70% of the variance in their teams' engagement.

3. Train managers to succeed in the hybrid workplace
   - 45% miss social interactions.
   - 74% say mental health issues since COVID-19 impact their performance.

4. Deliver technology users want and IT needs with the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform
   - 44% of organizations are reviewing office design to align with new needs.
   - 23% of IT budget will be for EX by 2022.

   - Choose modern Lenovo collaboration solutions running Microsoft Windows 11 Pro designed on the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform.

For more information, visit www.lenovo.com/Health
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